


SUMMARISED REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES OF THE 
INDONESIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY FOR THE INTER
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF RED CROSS AT BUCHAREST 
( ROMANIA ) FROM 14 TO 21 OCTOBER 1977.

I. INTRODUCTION

NAME & EMBLEM - Indonesian Red Cross Society 
Red Cross on white background

HEADQUARTERS - Jalan Abdul Muis 66 
P.O. Box 2009 
Jakarta
Tip. 44849 - 361611

II. ORGANIZATION AND STRUCTURE

Date of foundation
17 September 1945

Date of recognition by ICRC
15 June 1950

Date of admission to the League
17 October 1950

Patron of the Indonesian Red Cross is the President of the 
Republic of Indonesia.
The National Convention is the highest directing body of the 
Indonesian Red Cross convened every 3 years aftl consists of 
representatives of Chapters, Regions and the National Board.

The task of the National Convention*

The National Convention is the supreme policy making 
body. It has the right to elect the National Board, 
and to revise the constitution and the bylaws of the 
Society.

The National Board has to implement the decision made 
by the Convention.

The Executive Board is formed by the Chairman, one or 
more Vice Chairman, a Secretary General, a Treasurer 
and one or more members.

The Indonesian Red Cross is composed of î
27 Regions, corresponding to the 27 provinces in which 
the whole country is divided.

A Region consists of districts and municipalities in 
each of which a Chapter (with a total number of 290) 
is established.

On each level there is an executive board so that there 
is a National Board in Jakarta, a Regional Board in 
the provincial capital and a Chapter Board in the dis
tricts consisting on each level of prominent Community 
leaders.
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The National Board has the main task to observe the 
general policy and to guide the chapters.

The operational activities are in the hands of the Chapters 
Generally speaking each chapter has the following scope :

1. maintaining an office/chapter H.Q.
2. information and public, relation dissemination of Red 

Cross principles.
3· training of volunteers and junior Red Cross.
4. courses in nursing and social welfare activities.
5. blood donor recruitment and transfusion service.

6. disaster preparedness program.
7· fundraising.

International relations have to be maintained by the 
National Board and also the relations with the Central 
Government..

The Indoncross has close cooperation on each level with 
the Government,

III. MEMBERS AND FINANCING

There are : a, Ordinary members
b. Junior members
c. Extraordinary members
d. Honorary members

The budget of the H.Q, for the year. 1976 - 1977 is
Rp. 135.000.000.—
Means of financing are the subsidy from the Government, 
the fundraising campaign and other resources.

FUNDRAISING METHODS

Every activity should be watched that fundraising methods 
will not affect the daily social economical life, which 
might decrease feeling of sympathy to the Red Cross. Good 
relations between the Committee and the local Government 
Authorities stimulate the campaign. Appointing local 
Government Authorities in the Committee and carrying out 
open management will very much favour activities of fund- 
raising.

Date of Fund Raising is May 8 - June 8.

Financial Resources consist of :

1. the annual fundraising campaign during one month.
2. financial assistance from Central or Local Government.
3. other resources such as incidental donations.
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IV. PRESENT ACTIVITIES

DISASTER RELIEF

Indonesia consists of islands of various nature; 
there are islands with vulcanos which are still working and 
vulcanos with potential danger of eruption; there a»e is « 
lands with big rivers which are potential, to become a cause 
of floods; thej^e are parts of the islands with a very poor 
water supply and thus potential for seasonal scarcity of 
food and lack of vitamins and protein; some islands have 
no roads and is only accessible by air; so it ©sen be ima
gined, that regularly natural disasters such as floods, 
drought, foodshortage and malnutrition have to be faced.; 
we have a special map of flood, areast minus regions and 
vuleanic troublespots, Even without an eruption heavy 
rains on the top of the mountains eause a heavy sandstream, 
destroying the villages along their routes. Therefore the 
people in those disaster areas Use the word routinfloods 
and are to some extent adapted to the regular calamity; 
similarly minuSvareas do not report in oases of undernutri· 
tionj until the medical service has to treat malnutrition· 
eases in the healthcentres; a colch-lavastream caused by 
heavy rains Can wipe hkay bridges in One night and cause 
a lot of trouble in communication on land!

Naturally the Indonesian Red Cross as well as the 
Government has to be prepared for these mishaps.

FLOODS

Flood is a yearly disaster connected with the rainy 
season and affecting big rivers in Sumatra and Java. It is 
not only a repeated suffering for the people due to the 
damage of houses and household, but the agricultural pro - 
duction consisting of rice, corn et;c. is totally lost and 
influence the marketprice in the whole country; therefore 
the Government always need a iron stock to minimize market- 
ixjbalances. To face the problem of floods the Indonesian 
Red Cross has distributed reliefgoods to all the chapters, 
so that any moment help eould be given immediately before 
additional relief from other chapters, from the National 
Headquarters or from the League of the Red Cross could be 
dropped. Usually the combined effort done by the local 
Government and the Indonesian Red Cross chapter is suffi · 
cient to cope with the problem, but sometimes the flood is 
so big, that chapters as well as the provincial board need 
the assistance of the National Headquarters.

OTHER KINDS OF DISASTERS

Other kinds of disasters consist of fires, landslides, 
cyelones ( small ones ) and earthquakes. Earthquakes of a 
small size, usually in vulcanic area, did not cause any 
trouble but in 1976 big earthquakes suddenly occured in Bali 
and West-Irian.
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The earthquake in Bali affected J regencies and 5 districts 
destroying totally one district and partly the other u·. 
In the district SERIRIT and in the visinity of BULELENG 
harbour, a sehool collapsed suddenly killing ZO students| 
houses< .shops and offices were destroyai^jjausing ZOO people 
injured^ ZOO of them hospitalized. Immediate help was given 
by the afiny medical Corps and the Indonesian Red Cross.
An Australian battleship which was at that moment in Indone
sian wafers·, was ordered to Buleleng to assist the striohcn 
area. Within 6 days about 60 of the orew were dropped on 
land to give help in giving food, medicines, tents and water- 
supply and a little electricity which was very much appreciat
ed by the people. The Buleleng chapter of the Indonesian Red 
Cross had a lot to do, but fortunately they had no problems 
of lack of reliefgoods.

A team from Singapore consisting of doctors and pra- 
mcdics rushed by two skyvans to Bali and worked for 3 days 
together with the Indonesian Red Cross. The destroyed houses 
were a great problems for the stricken area; tents were 
provided for the homeless as temporary shelter.

THE DISASTER PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM.

To give immediate assistance in time of natural 
disaster we have to be prepared with a certain stock of 
reliefgoods, all the necessary means to give temporary 
shelter, clothing and food as well as first aid and medicines. 
The voluntary corps must be able to move directly for rescue, 
bringing tents, and organizing a mobile kitchen and a mobile · 
clinic; since 196? the Indonesian Red Cross had already lrl· 
logistical depots in-the most important centers, but there is 
no special flying team with a standardized pattern.

Because of the geographical location of Indonesia and 
insufficient means of transportation and communication, a 
system of decentralization and déconcentration has been set 
up, giving more responsibility to regions and chapters to 
enable them to take immediate steps without waiting for Na
tional Headquarters.

For the same reason warehousing has been deconcentrated 
Reliefgoods at National Headquarters is kept to a minimum, 
just to face big disasters until nationwide as well as inter
national assistance has arrived.

At regional headquarter an amount of relicfgoods is 
stocked just to enable the region to assist chapters in case 
of medium size disaster.

There is at Chapter Headquarters a stock of relief
goods for small disasters.

As a specific responsibility, the Indonesian Red 
Cross is usually entitled to provide first emergency assis
tance in the form of goods, clothing, shelter, medical and 
nursing care and other necessities of life (survival) on the 
basis of evident need.
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The Red Cross assistance to victims for'a light or a medium 
natural disaster will last for a maximum of 2 weeks. In case of a 
serious natural disaster the assistance will vary from two weeks 
up to a period of several months, depending on the condition.

In case of emergency the Indonesian Red Cross has a good 
cooperation with the military health services, while in a normal 
situation the cooperation with civilian health.-services is more 
important.

In October 1972 an agreement has been reaehed with the 
Department of Health concerning the role of the Indonesian Red 
Cross in the field of general health and of blood, transfusion.

There is also a good cooperation with the Civil Defence 
Organization. Assistance to victims of armed conflict and internal 
disorders is given in the form of medicinesf clothing and other 
needs.

To deal with the problem for major natural disaster more 
effectively, the Government has set up a National Joint Relief 
Committee, The Council (advisory board) on Natural Disasters, an 
interministerial policy making body, presided over by the Minister 
for Social Affairs who is directly responsible to the President· 
The Indonesian Red Cross is represented in the National Joint 
Relief Committee.

Activities under the Development Program of National Societies.

Assistance received from :

the Netherlands Red Cross
the American Red Cross
the Australian Red Cross 
the Canadian Red Cross 
the Swedish Red Cross 
the Swiss Red Cross 
the German Democratic Republic Red Cross 
the German Federal Republic Red Cross 
the Austrian Red Cross 
the Rotary Club Nedland Australia 
the Singapore Red Cross

Activities in the field of health

First Aid.. ·

Training course in first air are held in nearly all 
branches in the whole country. Participants to the courses, 
beside Red Cross members and Volunteers Corps are students, 
employers of Governments Offices, private enterprises and members of 
Mass Organizations.

Family Care.

Family Care training courses are usually hold in big cities. 
Participants are not only members of the Red Cross, of the Youth 
Red Cross and the Volunteers Corps but also of the wide spread 
community such as members of the Women Organizations, assistant 
attendants and nurses.
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Volunteers Corps.

Members of this corps are of the age of 18 years and up. 
They are united in groups which are willing to be trained, re
gularly and systematically.

BLOOD TRANSFUSION AND TRAINING COURSES

The real blood program of the Indonesian Red Cross is 
founded in 1969» when the Central Laboratorium for Blood Trans
fusion of the Department of Health has been transferred to the 
Indonesian Red Cross. The Indonesian Red Cross changed the name 
into Central Institute for Bloodtransfusion of the Red Cross 
and is directly responsible to the Head Quarters of the Indone
sia Red Cross, chargod with organizing and implementing of the 
Blood Program.

Closely related to the Blood Transfusion activities is 
the training for assistants for Blood Transfusion. Since the 
foundation of the CIBT in 1969, the training courses has yearly 
produced about ri-Q assistants for Blood Transfusion.

The training courses are held at Jakarta and the expenses 
are covered by the CIBT itself. The duration of each course is 
6 months.

The Indonesian Red Cross renders first aid and other 
health aid to victims of natural calamities. In the field of 
bloodtransfusion, it carries out the following activities :

1. recruitment of blood donors
2. supply of blood to hospitals
3. organizing everything necessary for blood transfusion.

The Minister of Health established a Board of Advisers 
consisting of representatives of the Department of Health, the 
Indonesian Red Cross, the Department of Defence and others to 
assist the Minister of Health in developing and supervising 
everything connected to bloodtransfusion·

The Central Institute for Bloodtransfusion in Jakarta is 
dealing with the blood program for the whole country. There are 
in total 35 Bloodtransfusion services.

On health education, the Indonesian Red Cross organizes 
education of personel to supply its own needs as well as for 
first aid training. It also may establish or organize hospitals, 
clinics and other facilities on the base of the valid regula- 
lations and according to the local needs.

Activities in the field of nursing.

In the field of nursing, the Indonesian i''ed Cross is 
holding regularly training courses for assistant attendants and 
for first aid. The course for assistant attendants with a 
duration of 3 years are held at the Red Cross Hospital in Bogor, 
while the courses in first aid are held in nearly all branches 
in the whole country. The candidates for assistant attendants 
come from all parts of Indonesia.
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Activities in the field of Social Welfare»

Beside the task of extending aid to the suffering community 
which is separately arranged, the Indonesian Red Cross has close co
operation with Government Institutions, such as the Department of 
Health, Social Affairs, Defence, Home Affairs, and Education and 
Culture, as well as with the Boy Scout Organization and other insti
tutions.
In particular, close cooperation with the Department of Social Affairs 
has been established which produce mutual advantages. The Red Cross 
is represented by its Secretary General in the Team for Coordination 
of tackling natural disasters. Some branches has extended help and 
aid for the welfare of the community, for instance the drilling of 
water wells, giving aid to poor children by giving facilities for 
recreation in minus areas, etc.

Activities in the Field of Youth,

Activities in the field of youth consist of attracting the 
youth to the Red Cross Organization. Nearly half of the 290 branches 
of the Red Cross in the whole country has its Youth Red Cross Group, 
The Group is founded at schools. At schools the group is conducted 
by the teachers who concurrently are members of the Red Cross, Out
side schools the groups are conducted by senior members of the Red 
Cross,

Activities concerning the dissemination of the Geneva Conventions 
aT-d the Red Cross Principles.

Activities carried out in this field are :
• Distributing the Indonesian edition of the school textbook" the 

Red Cross and my Country "to the Junior Red Cross members at 
secondary schools through the Regional Boards and the Chapters 
Boards of the Indonesian Red Cross,

- The Indonesian Edition of " the Teachers Manual ” are distributed 
to the teachers of the same secondary schools.

- Promoting the implementation and dissemination of the Geneva Con
ventions for the army and the Police through close cooperation 
with the Ministry of Defence,

- Activities for the Medical and Nursing circles and also for the 
Universities can not be carried out properly, because of lack of 
the publications concerned,

- Showing the three slides received from the ICRC at the Civil 
Defence Course, at Management Courses of the Regional and the 
Chapters meetings for Red Cross members, and the Commnunity,

Activities carried out to safeguard and promote peace.

Activities carried out to safeguard and promote peace 
constitute part of the efforts to create a just and prosperous 
society based on Panca Sila, the ideals of the Indonesian Nation,

Information and Public Relations are considered as very 
important, so that at the Head Quarters is established
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a special Department for these activities. A magazine with 
5000 copies is distributed to Regional Board and Chapters 
and also to Government Institutions. The title of the ma · 
gazine translated into English, is ” The Voice of the Indo · 
nesian Red Cross ”·

To complete the mains of information, we make use of 
slides and projectors, and show films received from Sister 
Societies. On several occasions* documentary films have 
been made.

Good relations and cooperation with the State owned 
and commercial radio stations and television are helping 
very much in the release of news to the extended community.

V. REAPPRAISAL OF THE ROLE OF THE RED CROSS.

The Indonesian Red Cross is not in the position to 
submit report on the Reappraisal of the role of the Red 
Cross.
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